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1 Introduction 
Monitoring the quality of the air inside or outside of buildings and the levels of carbon dioxide (CO2) and 
particulates (PM) is important for understanding the environment and for enabling building owners to 
provide a healthier place for people to live and work. The impact of particulate matter on health is well 
documented, for example in this article from the United States Environmental Protection Agency: 
 

https://www.epa.gov/pm-pollution/health-and-environmental-effects-particulate-matter-pm   
 
The World Air Quality Index project, a non-profit project whose mission is to promote air pollution 
awareness for citizens, publishes the following summary of the health implications of PM2.5 
particulates: 
 

 
Figure 1: From  https://aqicn.org/faq/2013-09-09/revised-pm25-aqi-breakpoints/  

Consider the outside air quality for in Hsinchu, Taiwan, where Sysinno Technology has their offices: 
 

https://www.epa.gov/pm-pollution/health-and-environmental-effects-particulate-matter-pm
https://aqicn.org/faq/2013-09-09/revised-pm25-aqi-breakpoints/
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Figure 2: From https://aqicn.org/city/taiwan/hsinchu/m/  

For most of the day, the PM2.5 around the offices was rated ‘Moderate’ but rose to ‘Unhealthy’ at a 
couple of times during the day. On the other hand, ozone and carbon monoxide were rated ‘Good.’ 
Clearly, monitoring the air quality in and around the buildings is extremely important to understand 
what measures need to be taken to protect the health of the people working in them. 
 
In this article we describe an example of a simple data collection and visualization workflow, ultimately 
storing the data in a cloud database that can be queried by any third-party application. This workflow 
demonstrates one way of monitoring air quality. It is not a production-ready enterprise solution, but the 
elements described in this article could certainly be the basis for a larger implementation.  

2 Architecture 
This article documents a simple infrastructure to monitor the air quality in or outside of a building by 
using a sensor that measures the levels of things such as carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, particulate 
matter, and formaldehyde, and sends the data to the cloud over the Internet. The infrastructure 
comprises several distinct pieces: 
 

1. An indoor air quality (IAQ) detector that can push data to the Microsoft Azure cloud 
2. A cloud infrastructure with several cloud services to ingest, parse, and store the incoming data. 
3. Several user interfaces to display the data. 

 
The infrastructure described in this article uses: 
 

1. A Sysinno iAeris with Azure Sphere for the IAQ detector. 
2. Azure IoT Hub, Azure Functions, and SQL Server for the services to ingest, parse, and store the 

incoming data. 
3. Power BI and Time Series Insights (TSI) to display the data.  

https://aqicn.org/city/taiwan/hsinchu/m/
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A high-level architecture showing these components is shown below: 
 

 
Figure 3: Architecture 

If the reader plans to replicate a similar installation to that described here, they will need access to a 
Sysinno iAeris Indoor Air Quality detector or other air quality sensor with embedded Azure Sphere, and 
will need to have purchased Microsoft Azure and Power BI subscriptions. 

3 iAeris Indoor Air Quality Detector 
Indoor air quality sensors vary in functionality and are available from multiple manufacturers. For this 
article we chose to monitor the air quality using a Sysinno iAeris Indoor Air Quality Detector installed in 
a remote office building: 
 
iAeris standard models: 

  Temperature Relative 
Humidity CO2 PM2.5 HCHO PM10 TVOC CO OZONE 

iAeris 11 ✓  ✓  ✓              

iAeris 12 ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓             

iAeris 13 ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓   ✓  ✓        

iAeris 14 ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓    

iAeris 15 ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓ 

iAeris 21 ✓  ✓  ✓              

iAeris 22 ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓            

iAeris 23 ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓        

iAeris 24 ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓    

iAeris 24 ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓    ✓ 

 
 

https://ac1f3ec5-3a86-4c35-9d2e-c0d4f323d127.filesusr.com/ugd/2f33a0_a7abe4d205c24ef995e6d5b4cc446ab6.pdf
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Figure 4: iAeris14 Indoor Air Quality Detector 

 
The iAeris series is a series of high-end multiple-parameter indoor air quality detectors designed and 
marketed by Sysinno Technology Inc. This device can collect data from several sensors including 
particulate matter, gases, and environmental indexes. Specifically, it can collect the following: 
 

 
Figure 5: iAeris15 parameters 

In addition, the iAeris contains an Azure Sphere chip that allows it to communicate securely over the 
Internet and push data to Azure IoT Hub. 
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4 Azure cloud infrastructure 
 Azure Resource Group 

This article assumes the reader has basic knowledge of Microsoft cloud products and services and 
understands how to create and configure resources. Consequently, only descriptions or diagrams of the 
final configuration will be included, not step-by-step instructions.  
 
The example described here uses various Azure services, deployed in a single resource group shown 
below. We called the resource group IoT_projects when creating this configuration. The final set of 
services looked like the following: 

 

 
Figure 6: Resource Group with Azure services used for monitoring indoor air quality  

Briefly, the functions of some of the key services are as follows: 
 

Resource Type Function 
centralhub Azure IoT Hub Receive data from iAeris device 
iot SQL database Store data received from iAeris device 
iothome SQL server Holds SQL database 
centralhubDPS Device Provisioning Service Connecting iAeris Azure Sphere to IoT Hub 
SimpleDataEnrichment Function App Writes data from IoT Hub to SQL Server 

 

 Azure IoT Hub 
The first task after creating the empty resource group is to create an Azure IoT Hub to receive the data 
from the iAeris air quality detector. In the Azure portal select + Create a resource, select the Internet of 
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Things category, and click on IoT Hub. To create the environment used in this example, set the 
parameters as follows: 
 

Settings Value 
Subscription Enter your Azure IoT subscription name. In our example, this is Subscription-1. 
Resource Group Enter IoT_projects. 
Region Select the region where you have created the IoT Hub. In our example, this is East US. 
IoT Hub Name Enter centralhub. 

 
Next, select the Built-in endpoints category, and create several consumer groups for use by different 
readers of the data: 
 

• Delta1 
• Delta2 
• Tsi-cg 

 
Once the resource is created, select it, and note the following parameters from the various tabs, which 
will be needed to configure the iAeris detector to send data to the IoT Hub.  
 

Parameter Value 
Host name From Overview tab  
Iothub primary connection string From Shared Access policies  iothubowner 
Device primary connection string From IoT devices  <Device ID added by iAeris> 

 

 IoT Hub Device Provisioning Service 
In the Azure portal select + Create a resource, select the Internet of Things category, and select IoT Hub 
Device Provisioning Service. To create the environment used in this example, set the parameters as 
follows and click Create: 
 

Settings Value 
Name Enter centralhubDPS. 
Subscription Enter your Azure IoT subscription name. In our example, this is Subscription-1. 
Resource Group Enter IoT_projects. 
Location Select the region where you have created the IoT Hub. In our example, this is East US. 

 
Once the resource is created, select it. From the Device Provisioning Service's menu, select Linked IoT 
hubs and click the + Add button at the top. On the Add link to IoT hub page, provide the following 
information: 
 

Settings Value 
Subscription Enter your Azure IoT subscription name. In our example, this is Subscription-1. 
IoT Hub Enter centralHub. 
Access Policy Enter iothubowner. 

 
Note the following parameters from the Overview page, which will be needed to configure the iAeris 
detector to send data to the IoT Hub.  
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Parameter Value 
Service endpoint centralhubDPS.azure-devices-provisioning.net 
Global device endpoint global.azure-devices-provisioning.net 
ID scope 0ne00240290 

 

 SQL Server 
Prior to installing the on-premises components, we also created a SQL database and tables to store the 
data. In the Azure portal select + Create a resource and select the SQL Database category to bring up 
the Create SQL Database page. To create the environment used in this example, set the parameters as 
follows: 
 

Azure Service Value 
SQL Server Enter iothome.database.windows.net. 
SQL Database Enter iot. 

 
The completed deployment is shown here: 
 

 

 
Figure 7: SQL Server overview 

Next, we need to create the table in the database. On your desktop launch SQL Server Management 
Studio and select File  Connect Object Explorer. Enter iothome.database.windows.net for the name 
of the database and enter your SQL authentication credentials. Select the iot database, click New Query, 
and run the following query to create a table to hold the data from the iAeris detector. 
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In SQL Server Management Studio: 
 

 
Figure 8: SQL Server Create Table 

The RawTelemetry table will hold the data as it comes from the air quality sensor, storing each 
measurement in a separate record.  
 
Finally, we need to get the connection string for the database, which we will use later in an 
Azure Function. In the Azure portal, select the SQL database iot. In the left pane, select Connection 
strings. Note the ADO.NET connection string.  
 

CREATE TABLE [dbo].[RawTelemetry]( 
 [HCHO] [float] NULL, 
 [CO2] [float] NULL, 
 [CO] [float] NULL, 
 [RH] [float] NULL, 
 [Temperature] [float] NULL, 
 [PM10] [float] NULL, 
 [PM25] [float] NULL, 
 [TVOC] [float] NULL, 
 [TimeStamp] [datetime] NULL, 

[Device] [varchar](50) NULL 
) ON [PRIMARY] 
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Figure 9: SQL database connection strings 

It should look like the following:  
 

Connection string Value 
ADO.NET Server=tcp:iothome.database.windows.net,1433;Initial 

Catalog=iot;Persist Security Info=False;User 
ID=iot_admin;Password={your_password};MultipleActiveResultSet
s=False;Encrypt=True;TrustServerCertificate=False;Connection 
Timeout=30; 
 

When the string is needed later, you will need to insert the password created for the database in the 
place of [your password] in the string above. 
 

5 Pushing data from iAeris to IoT Hub 
 Connecting the iAeris to Wi-Fi 

Before the iAeris can publish data to IoT Hub, you need to configure the Wi-Fi settings on the device. To 
do this, follow the steps in the Getting Started document that accompanied the device you are setting 
up. In outline, the steps are as follows: 
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• On the device, turn on Wi-Fi. It will broadcast its network name.  
• On a PC or mobile device, connect over Wi-Fi to the iAeris private network. 
• Use a browser to connect to the iAeris device and configure it to connect to a wireless 

network with Internet access.  
• On the iAeris device display panel, press the Wi-Fi icon to confirm the Wi-Fi connection. A 

successful connection would look like the following. The IP address shown should be one on 
your network, with public Internet access: 
 

 
Figure 10: iAeris successfully connected to WiFi 

 

 Setting up and configuring Azure Sphere to send data to IoT Hub 
For this article, engineers at Sysinno Technology in Taiwan configured an iAeris14 Indoor Air Quality 
Detector with Azure Sphere to push data to our IoT Hub. Doing this required providing Sysinno the 
information about the Azure IoT Hub and the Device Provisioning Service, which they used to create a 
security certificate. To complete the handshake, we imported that certificate in the Device Provisioning 
Service: 
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Figure 11: Sysinno certificate imported into DPS 

 
Configuring Azure Sphere on your own device is complex. We will not cover the steps here, but simply 
point to the published documentation:  
 

• Quickstart: Install the Azure Sphere SDK for Windows, 
• Connect a Microsoft account - Azure Sphere | Microsoft Docs  
• Quickstart: Choose a tenant and claim your device  
• Quickstart: Configure networking and update the device OS  

 
If you do not want to configure Azure Sphere on your own device, but have Sysinno configure it for you, 
you need to add the following account to the DPS: 
 

techservice@sysinnotec.com 
 
To do this, from the DPS page, select Access control (IAM), click the + Add button at the top of the page, 
and in the Add role assignment pane add the above account as a Contributor and click Save: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure-sphere/install/install-sdk?pivots=visual-studio
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure-sphere/deployment/microsoft-account
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure-sphere/install/claim-device?tabs=cliv1
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure-sphere/install/configure-wifi
mailto:techservice@sysinnotec.com
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Figure 12: Adding Sysinno to DPS 

On the Access control (IAM) page, select Role Assignments, and select the Sysinno user to launch the 
Profiles page. On the Profile page click Manage and select Resend: 
 

 
Figure 13: Resending invite 
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Once they have accepted, the DPS page Access control (IAM) shows the Sysinno account added as a 
contributor: 
 

 
Figure 14: Sysinno account added to DPS 

 

 Testing data reception at IoT Hub with Azure IoT explorer 
See Install and use Azure IoT explorer for step-by-step instructions for using the Azure IoT explorer tool 
to monitor incoming data. Upon launching Azure IoT Explorer, enter the IoT Hub connection string for 
the IoT Hub used. In the example used for this article, the configuration is shown below: 
 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/iot-pnp/howto-use-iot-explorer
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Figure 15: Azure IoT explorer configuration 

Select View devices in this hub to launch the Devices page: 
 

 
Figure 16: IoT Explorer Devices page 

Select the Device ID that belongs to the Sysinno:iAeris1 Plug and Play device. On the next page select 
Telemetry and click Start. The iAeris is configured to send data every six minutes, so after a while you 
should see data appearing: 
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Figure 17: Viewing data received by IoT Hub 

6 Pushing data from IoT Hub to SQL Server 
There are multiple ways to write the streaming data from IoT Hub to SQL Server. Monitoring Building Air 
Quality, Section 6.3 Pushing from IoT Hub to SQL Server with Azure Stream Analytics, includes a 
description of the steps to do this with an Azure Stream Analytics job. In the section below we show how 
to do this in a more cost-efficient manner using an Azure Function, though this way is more complex to 
set up and requires some coding skills. 
 

 Creating the Function App 
In the Azure portal select + Create a resource and select the Function App category. To create the 
environment used in this example, on the Basics page set the parameters as follows: 
 

https://iconics.com/Documents/Whitepapers/Monitoring-Building-Air-Quality
https://iconics.com/Documents/Whitepapers/Monitoring-Building-Air-Quality
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Setting Value 
Subscription Enter your Azure IoT subscription name. In our example, this is Subscription-1. 
Resource Group Enter IoT_projects. 
Function App name Enter DataEnrichmentCS. 
Publish Select Code. 
Runtime stack Select .NET 
Version Select 3.1. 
Region Select the region where you have created the IoT Hub. In our example, this is East US. 

Select Next : Hosting. On the Hosting page, accept the defaults.  

Select Next : Monitoring. On the Monitoring page, turn off Application Insights. 

Select Review + Create, then Create to deploy the function app.  

 Specifying configuration values 
When the deployment is complete, select Go To Resource. From the left menu select Configuration, 
then select + New application setting in the right-hand pane. Add the following: 
 

Name Value 
ConnectionString Enter the connection string for the SQL Server database iot, noted above. Edit to 

include the password you selected for the SQL Server. 
 
We will use this variable in the function we are about to create. 
 

 Creating the Function 

Next, we create a function. When the deployment is complete, select Go To Resource. From the left 
menu select Functions, then select + Add from the top menu. In the Add Function window, set the 
parameters as follows: 

 

Setting Value 
Develop environment Select Develop in portal. 
Template Select IoT Hub (Event Hub). 
New Function Enter IoTHubToSQLiAeris 
Event Hub connection Click New, select IoT Hub, then accept centralhub and Events (built-in 

endpoint) for the Event Hub connection. 
Event Hub consumer group Select iAeris 

Click Add to create the function. Once created, click on IoTHubToSQLiAeris in the list on the right to 
open the function page. Click Code + Test in the left menu and select function.json in the drop-down at 
the top: 
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Note that the configuration file specifies the name of the IoT Hub from which to read data.  

Next, select run.csx in the drop-down at the top, and replace the code in the window with the following 
and click Save.  

 
 

{ 

  "bindings": [ 

    { 

      "type": "eventHubTrigger", 

      "name": "myIoTHubMessage", 

      "direction": "in", 

      "eventHubName": "samples-workitems", 

      "connection": "centralhub_events_IOTHUB", 

      "consumerGroup": "iaeris" 

    } 

  ] 

} 
 

#r "System.Data.SqlClient" 

#r "Newtonsoft.Json" 

 

using System; 

using System.Data.SqlClient; 

 

using Newtonsoft.Json; 

 

public static void Run(string myIoTHubMessage, ILogger log) 

{ 

    log.LogInformation($"C# IoT Hub trigger function processed a message: {myIoTHubMessage}"); 

    string cs = Environment.GetEnvironmentVariable("ConnectionString"); 

 

    if(string.IsNullOrEmpty(cs)) { 

            log.LogError("DB Connection string is not defined!"); 

    } 

     

    Message m = JsonConvert.DeserializeObject<Message>(myIoTHubMessage); 

 

   if(m == null){ 

       log.LogInformation("Can't parse incoming message");   

       return; 

   }  

     

(Continued on next page) 
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(Continued from previous page) 
     
    var insertScript = $"INSERT INTO [dbo].[RawTelemetry] 

([Device],[HCHO],[CO2],[CO],[RH],[Temperature],[PM10],[PM25],[TVOC], [TimeStamp]) VALUES ('iAeris 14 

Hsinchu', @HCHO,@CO2,@CO,@RH,@Temperature,@PM10,@PM25,@TVOC,@Timestamp)"; 

    using (SqlConnection connection = new SqlConnection(cs)) 

    { 

        SqlCommand command = new SqlCommand(insertScript, connection); 

        command.Parameters.AddWithValue("@HCHO", m.HCHO); 

        command.Parameters.AddWithValue("@CO2", m.CO2); 

        command.Parameters.AddWithValue("@CO", m.CO); 

        command.Parameters.AddWithValue("@RH", m.RH); 

        command.Parameters.AddWithValue("@Temperature", m.TEMP); 

        command.Parameters.AddWithValue("@PM10", m.PM10); 

        command.Parameters.AddWithValue("@PM25", m.PM25); 

        command.Parameters.AddWithValue("@TVOC", m.TVOC); 

        command.Parameters.AddWithValue("@Timestamp", DateTime.Now); 

 

        try{ 

            connection.Open(); 

            var rows = command.ExecuteNonQuery(); 

        } 

        catch(Exception ex){ 

            log.LogError(ex.Message); 

        } 

    } 

} 

 

public class Message{ 

    public double HCHO {get;set;} 

    public double CO2 {get;set;} 

    public double CO {get;set;} 

    public double RH {get;set;} 

    public double TEMP {get;set;} 

    public double PM10 {get;set;} 

    public double PM25 {get;set;} 

    public double TVOC {get;set;}     

} 
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At this point the IoTHubToSQL function is called every time a message arrives at the centralhub IoT Hub 
and inserted into the Telemetry table of the SQL database. Briefly the code above works as follows: 
 

Line starting Function 
string cs = Identifies the SQL database iot, getting it from upon the variable 

ConnectionString noted in Section 6.2 above. 
Message m = Identifies the IoT Hub centralhub, getting it from function.json 
var insertScript = Writes a record to the SQL database, mapping the attributes in the 

records arriving at the IoT Hub to the fields in the SQL table 
public class Message{ Identifies the attributes of the record arriving at the IoT Hub 

 
 

 Verifying 
To verify that the function is working correctly launch SQL Server Management Studio on your desktop, 
connect to iothome, right click on the iot database, and select New Query. Enter and execute the following 
query to see the data pushed to SQL Server: 
 
SELECT * FROM [dbo].[RawTelemetry] where Device is not null order by TimeStamp desc  
 
The results in SSMS: 
 

 
Figure 18: SQL Server RawTelemetry listing 
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7 Displaying IAQ data using Power BI 
 Designing a report in Power BI Desktop 

Figure 29: Power BI Desktop shows a Power BI report pulling the data from the SQL table: 
 

 
Figure 19: Power BI Desktop  

To create this report, use the Power BI desktop application and take the following steps: 
 

1. Create a new report. 
2. From the Home page select Import Data from SQL Server. 
3. Enter iothome.database.windows.net for the SQL Server, iot for the SQL database, and select 

Direct Query. 
4. Specify the chart visuals. For the Load Balancing tab use the dbo.RawTelemetry file and add: 

a. Text boxes for the title and footer. 
b. A Slicer for the TimeStamp filter. 
c. An image for the iAeris14 air quality sensor. 
d. Gauges to display the current values of the air quality parameters. 
e. Line Charts for the trends. 

 
There are multiple tutorials on the internet on setting up Power BI dashboards and reports, which you 
can find easily with a simple search. 
 

https://powerbi.microsoft.com/en-us/desktop/
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 Publishing to PowerBI.com 
Upon completing the design of the reports, select Publish from the File menu to publish the data in a 
PowerBI.com workspace to which you have access. On PowerBI.com, the report looks as follows:  
 

 

 
Figure 20: PowerBI.com  

For users to be able to access the report in PowerBI.com, they need to be given explicit access. To do 
this, select the Share option in the report on PowerBI.com and enter the email addresses of the 
individuals that should be granted access. Those individuals will need to log in to access the reports. 

8 Displaying IAQ data using TSI  
 Creating an Azure Time Series Insights environment 

Follow the steps in the section labelled Create an Azure Time Series Insights Gen2 environment of 
Tutorial: Set up an Azure Time Series Insights Gen2 environment. Stop when you get to the section 
labelled Stream Data. 
 
As you follow the direction, in the Create Time Series Insights environment pane, set the parameters as 
follows: 
 

Parameter Action 
Environment 
name 

Enter IoT-TSI-Environment. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/time-series-insights/tutorials-set-up-tsi-environment
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Parameter Action 
Subscription Enter your Azure IoT subscription name. In our example, this is Subscription-1. 
Resource group Enter IoT_projects. 
Location Select the region where you have created the IoT Hub. In our example, this is East US. 
Tier Select Gen2(L1). 
Time Series ID 
property name 

Enter iothub-connection-device-id. 

Storage account 
name 

Enter tsicoldstorageaccount. 

Storage account 
kind 

Select StorageV2. 

Storage account 
replication 

Select LRS. 

Hierarchical 
namespace 

Select Disabled. 

Enable warm 
store 

Select Yes. 

Data retention 
(in days) 

Select 7 days. 

 
And, on the Event Source tab, set the parameters as follows: 
 

Parameter Action 
Create an event 
source? 

Select Yes. 

Name Enter tis-event-source. 
Source type Select IoT Hub. 
Select a hub Choose Select existing. 
Subscription Enter your Azure IoT subscription name. In our example, this is Subscription-1. 
IoT Hub name Enter centralhub. 
IoT Hub access 
policy 

Select iothubowner. 

IoT Hub 
consumer group 

Select New, enter tsi-cg, and then select + Add.  

Timestamp 
property 

Leave blank. 

 

 Analyzing IAQ data with TSI 
In this section, you perform basic analytics on your time series data by using the Azure Time Series 
Insights Gen2 Explorer. From the Azure portal, select the Time Series Insights environment IoT-TSI-
Environment you created above.  

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/time-series-insights/concepts-ux-panels
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/time-series-insights/concepts-ux-panels
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Figure 21: TSI environment 

At the top of the page, click on the Go to TSI Explorer. This brings up the TSI main page: 
 

 
Figure 22: TSI explorer 

On the left select the relevant hierarchy and check the checkboxes for all the fields in the environment 
(CO, CO2, HCHO, RH, etc.). This brings up the basic TSI line chart with all the parameters: 
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Figure 23: TSI explorer line charts - all parameters 

Experiment with selecting series and zooming into different time periods. For example, use your mouse 
to select a 90-minute window and click Zoom: 
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Figure 24: Zooming 

This brings up a view of just that timeframe: 
 

 
Figure 25: Zoomed 
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Finally, deselect all except PM25 to see its values during that time period: 
 

 
Figure 26: PM2.5 series, zoomed 

 

9 Additional information 
Power BI and Time Series Insights are valuable tools to display the current data and trends. If you want 
to take that a step further you can implement solutions which display the data on maps or floor plans, 
analyze the data, analyze the data, raise alerts based upon thresholds, and spawn workflows to reduce 
the impact of poor air quality. Additional sources for information on items you might consider include: 
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• Azure Maps. An Azure component from Microsoft that allows display of data on maps or floor 
plans: 

 
Figure 27: Azure Maps rendering of a Microsoft building with telemetry overlays 

For further reading: Using Azure Maps in smart building applications | LinkedIn 
 

• Microsoft Dynamics 365 Field Service. An application that is frequently used in conjunction with 
smart building/IoT telemetry solutions to manage tasks associated with remediating issues that 
raised alarms: 
 

 
Figure 28: Dynamics 365 Field Service showing alerts 

 

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/using-azure-maps-smart-building-applications-spyros-sakellariadis/
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• ICONICS GENESIS64. A smart building solution that extends telemetry ingestion and 
visualization with rule-based fault detection and integrates with Microsoft Dynamics 365 Field 
Service. Have published whitepaper showing how to deploy ICONICS back end ingesting data 
from an iAeris device. 
 

 
Figure 29: ICONICS dashboard showing iAeris data 

For further information: Air Quality Monitoring Solution with ICONICS and Sysinno 
 

 

https://iconics.com/Documents/Whitepapers/Air-Quality-Monitoring-Solution-with-ICONICS-and-Sysinno
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